
Hi 

I will get straight to the point, my concern is that you have mentioned and highlighted
several times on your brochure the concept of 'Living locally' and 20 min walk for most of
our daily needs. 

So what is this all really about? Trying to contain a populations with 15min cities? Typical
government overreach as was the case with covid and all the bullshit that the government
implemented in the name of 'health' which we no know was complete and utter dog shit. 

I guess what I as asking is for some sort of truth even though i know you will be probably
lie through your teeth. 
All this development is contributing to a society controlled by the government where
eventually people will be restricted to not leave their post code and will eventually require
a permit to enter into another 'zone'. This is all a part of the government real long term
strategy I would assume.  

By know I am sure you think that I am a conspiracy theorist, which I am not but I think
after everything that has happened it is ok and valid to question what is really happening
around us.

Apart from the above comments as a resident in officer how will all this development and
actually and practically affect where i live?
In terms of 

local traffic 
increased crime in areas with increased population 
are there enough law enforcement at hand to tackle the growth in crimes/break in?
(these pigs are useless anyway)
what are the increased cost to me has a home owner eg rates i pay, will this
increase?

I would like an answer for each of the above points in detail. 
Don't beat around the bush and be transparent and straight to the point with your
responses.

I want to know all the things that you haven't mentioned in your "nice little brochure" that
can and potentially will affect me as i live here as this employment precinct is being
developed.  
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